Kinetics of aggregation with a finite number of particles and application to viral capsid assembly.
The formation of a viral capsid can be seen as a time-dependent process generated by the arrival of aggregates of various sizes at a nucleation site. Based on a model where aggregates arrive at a Poissonian rate to form a capsid particle, we develop kinetics assembly equations, that account for a finite size cluster and thus for rejection of too large aggregate. The model is derived under the assumption that the aggregate distribution has reached an exponential steady state. To account for the stochastic nature of the aggregates arrival, we also derive a stochastic equation to compute the mean time for a cluster to be formed. We find that this time has a minimum for a unique aggregate distribution. We obtain asymptotic expression for this time that we compare with numerically simulations. Finally, we find the mean size of the largest aggregate forming a viral capsid.